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nonpublic companies. Are you ready or still in denial?
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I was just there for the massage. I had no knowledge of any hush payments. It’s all about respect in the
locker room. The adoption of ASC Topic 606, “Revenue from Contracts with Customers” won’t have an impact
on us. These are all denials we’ve heard lately. I’m not saying I believe any of them, but maybe for the
construction industry, I can at least address whether one of those denials is an alternative fact or fake news.
For nonpublic companies, ASC Topic 606 is effective for years beginning after December 15, 2018, which
means if you are a calendar-year-end company, it would be effective January 1, 2019. Are you ready or still in
denial that it won’t impact your company? Maybe answering a few of these questions will give you a sense of
which end, fact or fiction, you are closest to.
Do your contracts have modifications (changes in scope and/or price)? If so, you will need to address
whether or not to account for those modifications as a separate contract (changes relate to goods or services
that are distinct, and price of the contract increases by standalone selling price) OR as part of the original
contract.
Do your contracts have either multiple goods and/or services provided to a customer OR multiple
contracts with the same customer? If you have the first scenario, you may need to evaluate those multiple
goods and/or services as separate performance obligations, with separate transaction price and revenue
recognition. If you have the second scenario, you may need to evaluate whether those contracts should be
combined. Were they negotiated as a package? Is the price to be paid for one contract dependent on the price
of the other? These questions are relevant to the accounting treatment of multiple contracts.
Do your contracts have warranties OR discounts? If your customer has the option to separately purchase a
warranty (or extended warranty), which represents a separate performance obligation, you may be required to
allocate a portion of the contract value to the warranty. If you have discounts and multiple goods and/or
services provided within your contracts, you will need to address how those discounts are applied to the
separate performance obligations.
Do your contracts have variable consideration (change orders, claims, liquidated damages, bonuses,
performance incentives, etc.)? If you have any variable consideration in your contracts, you will need
estimate that transaction price using an approach that best predicts the amount to which your company is
entitled to (expected value or most likely amount approaches). Once variable consideration is determined, you
may need to consider whether that price needs to be “constrained,” to the extent that a revenue reversal will
not be probable. The cash basis for claims and bonuses, or waiting for a signed change order may no longer be
appropriate accounting options under the new standard.
Do you have uninstalled materials on your job sites? Did you have a large shipment of aggregate, copper

wire or rebar delivered to the jobsite that wasn’t installed prior to balance sheet date? What about an HVAC
system or elevators that weren’t installed before the new year? If certain criteria are met, it may indicate that
those costs were incurred, and they were not in proportion to your measure of progress in completing the
contract. Accordingly, you may have to adjust your percentage-of-completion calculation to recognize revenue
only to the extent of that cost incurred (no margin).

Did you answer yes to any of the items listed above? If so, the adoption of ASC 606 will likely impact your
company. If you answered no to all of them, you’re probably not in the construction industry. The last
question and most important: Are you ready for the adoption of ASC 606? While the questions above
address some of the more common factors that impact the construction industry, the actual guidance and
subsequent amendments are thousands of pages and cover a multitude of other topics.
Seems overwhelming to get your arms around? Whether you’re already starting on your implementation
plan, or still trying to figure out the meaning of “distinct” and “constraint,” or somewhere in between,
Schneider Downs’ advisory services can help. Not fake news, not alternative facts. We have the experts who
know the construction industry and are ready to get you to the ASC 606 adoption finish line.
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You’ve heard our thoughts… We’d like to hear yours
The Schneider Downs Our Thoughts On blog exists to create a dialogue on issues that are important to organizations and
individuals. While we enjoy sharing our ideas and insights, we’re especially interested in what you may have to say. If you
have a question or a comment about this article – or any article from the Our Thoughts On blog – we hope you’ll share it
with us. After all, a dialogue is an exchange of ideas, and we’d like to hear from you. Email us at
contactSD@schneiderdowns.com.
Material discussed is meant for informational purposes only, and it is not to be construed as investment, tax, or legal advice.
Please note that individual situations can vary. Therefore, this information should be relied upon when coordinated with
individual professional advice.
© 2019 Schneider Downs. All rights-reserved. All content on this site is property of Schneider Downs unless otherwise noted
and should not be used without written permission.
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Although everyone’s situation is different, most people will go through various stages of wealth
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Have a question? Ask us!
We’d love to hear from you. Drop us a note, and we’ll respond to you as quickly as
possible.
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Schneider Downs is a Top 60 independent Certified Public Accounting (CPA) firm providing accounting, tax,
audit and business advisory services to public and private companies, not-for-profit organizations and global
companies. We also offer Internal Audit; Technology Consulting; Software Solutions; Personal Financial
Services; Retirement Plan Solutions and Corporate Finance Services. Schneider Downs is the 13th largest
accounting firm in the Mid-Atlantic region and serves individuals and companies in Pennsylvania (PA), Ohio
(OH), West Virginia (WV), New York (NY), Maryland (MD), and additional states in the United States with offices
in Pittsburgh, PA and Columbus, OH.
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